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The legislative act of 19481 which memorialized the Louisiana State Law Institute to prepare a Code of Civil Procedure for presentation to the legislature provided:

"The Louisiana State Law Institute is instructed to prepare comprehensive projects for the revision . . . of the Civil Code of Louisiana and of the Code of Practice of Louisiana."

Pursuant to this mandate the Law Institute has completed the revision of the Code of Practice, and its projet of a new Code of Civil Procedure was adopted by the legislature of 1960 without change.2 In executing the work, the Law Institute deemed it appropriate to adopt the policy that all basic adjective law should be embraced by the new procedural code. Therefore, all provisions of the Civil Code and Revised Statutes concerning basic procedural matters have been transferred in substance to the new Code.3 Moreover there are other changes in the Civil Code resulting from the legislation recommended by the Institute to implement the changes brought about by the new Code.4

As a result more Civil Code articles were affected by the 1960 Regular Session of the Legislature than by any previous session. Practically all of these changes relate directly to the Code of Practice revision. A discussion of the other 1960 legislation affecting the Civil Code appears elsewhere.5

There were 306 articles in the Civil Code, the subject matter
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of which is carried into the new Code of Civil Procedure. The overwhelming number of these articles deals with the general subject of probate procedure in its broad sense. A striking example of a change not in the field of probate is the amendment to Civil Code Article 2315, which forms the substance of another article. As is the case with respect to the entire new Code, the articles on probate procedure are designed to co-ordinate much overlapping and conflicting material, to eliminate much obsolete matter, and to afford a more logical and orderly presentation. It is the purpose of this article to discuss the more significant changes effected by the new Code of Civil Procedure, involving articles formerly contained in the Civil Code.

**Successions**

I. **Probating Testaments**

The probating of the seldom used nuncupative testament by private act has been liberalized. Under Civil Code Articles 1649 through 1654, the two witnesses apparently must recognize all signatures to the act. The second paragraph of Article 2886 of the new Code permits separate sets of two witnesses each to identify the various signatures, thereby making probate possible where heretofore it may have been burdensome and even impossible to find two witnesses who were familiar with the signatures of all persons to the act. Further, it is noteworthy that under Article 2889 the testimony of all witnesses involved in the probate of a testament may now be taken by deposition where formerly the validity of such procedure was gravely in doubt although at times allowed by certain judges. Certified copies of nuncupative wills by public act may now be used under new Code Article 2891, whereas before Civil Code Article 1647 apparently required the original to be produced, which would be indeed difficult at present, particularly in the Parish of Orleans where the original testament may be bound with the acts of the notary, as required by law.\(^7\)

II. **Qualification of Succession Representative**

Former Civil Code Articles 1678 and 1679 were silent as to the qualifications for a dative testamentary executor. The present custom of requiring the same qualifications of an adminis-
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trator was expressly included in new Article 3083. Also, here-
tofore only a person having a prior right to the appointment
could make the attack on another's application.\(^8\) Now under
Article 3095 any person may urge the grounds for the disquali-
fication of the applicant without it being necessary that such
opponent be qualified himself to serve. But if he is qualified he
must pray that he be appointed administrator.

III. INVENTORIES

One of the most significant changes in the probate field is in
connection with inventories. Heretofore inventories were re-
quired in all administrations.\(^6\) In simple possessions, however,
sworn descriptive lists were used in all parishes prior to 1936,
when the legislature brought on a major change in the Parish
of Orleans only, by requiring an inventory in all successions with
a value of $10,000 or more, irrespective of whether there was an
administration or not.\(^10\) The result was to raise mandatory costs
in simple possessions.\(^11\) The New Orleans Bar Association
sought repeal of this act in 1940, but the attempt failed. How-
ever, the suggested costs were lowered by the civil district
court\(^12\) to less than fifty percent as a result of that dispute.

When the Law Institute considered this problem it was de-
termined that the rule on inventories and appraisement should
be uniform. Accordingly, the usual provision for the inventory
was carried over as Articles 3131 through 3137. However, Ar-
ticle 3136 provides that a detailed descriptive list can be substi-
tuted for the formal inventory in all cases. The resulting change
is two-fold: in the Parish of Orleans the statute requiring a for-
mal inventory in simple possessions was repealed, and further,
a formal inventory can now be dispensed with even in adminis-
trations anywhere in the state. Obviously the monetary savings
to the heirs may be considerable. However, in the case of
minors\(^13\) and interdicts\(^14\) the new Code retains the inventory as
formerly.
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IV. Security By Executors

Ironically the testator has never enjoyed the privilege of requiring his executor to furnish bond, only creditors having had that right under Civil Code Articles 1677 and 1679. Such right is now given the testator under new Code Article 3153. In addition the forced heirs, surviving spouse, and creditors may also require security under Articles 3154 and 3155. Otherwise, no bond is required of any executor, other than a dative testamentary executor, who must post the usual bond required of administrators, amounting to one and one-fourth the total value of all property in the estate. The new provision is designed to grant the testator greater authority in safeguarding the heirs and creditors.

V. Attorneys for Absent Heirs

Tighter control by the court over attorneys appointed to represent absent heirs is provided in new Code Article 3173, which enables the judge to relieve them of their trust for any lawful reason. Further, if the absent heir advises the court of his choice of another attorney, the one appointed by the court is terminated, according to the prevalent practice. However, reasonable compensation in any event is provided for, although the absent heir might be held not to have any interest in the succession. In this manner, an attorney appointed to represent absent heirs is assured of some compensation for the work done, even though the heirs may decide not to retain him after he has gone to the trouble of performing some work prescribed by law, including the notification to the absent heirs. The lack of adequate positive law on the subject rendered interpretation by the courts somewhat difficult and called for clarification.

VI. Removal of Succession Representative

Direct control by the sanction of removal over failure of the applicant to qualify timely is given to the court under the new Code and the procedure is expedited by permitting a summary order of removal, where the former Civil Code articles allowed ordinary procedure. The court may also extend the ten-day
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period for qualification. Hence, the court is given a tighter rein over the representation of the estate by assuring a duly qualified representative.

VII. POWERS AND DUTIES OF SUCCESSION REPRESENTATIVES

The prudent administrator concept of the Civil Code is retained in new Code Article 3191, but the rule is implemented by specified duties and designated authority where the former law was silent and hence very much in doubt. For example, the investment of idle funds, continuation of a business, leasing of property, execution of executory contracts, contracting of loans, and securing them with mortgage of pledges are all permitted expressly under the authority of a court order. Where urgently needed the district courts have at times inclined towards granting such authority by order, under the inherent authority theory. The questionability of such judicial authority did not afford complete assurance that title examiners would approve. Express authority was sorely lacking and obviously needed. A practical result of benefit to the heirs and creditors is the professional time saving heretofore required in research to determine whether or not a succession representative could be given certain administrative authority by the court.

VIII. SALES OF SUCCESSION PROPERTY

The section on sales of succession property has sought to include all Code and statutory provisions. The history of sales by succession representatives has been recorded elsewhere, and all provisions have been followed without limiting any of heretofore existing authority.

One change that will save successions considerable expense is the curtailment of the number of advertisements for a proposed sale. Article 1167 of the Civil Code required three advertisements in a period of ten days for movables and once a week covering a thirty-day period for immovables. Article 3272 of the
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new Code curtails notices to one for moveables and two for im-
moveables in the manner provided for by law, but permits addi-
tional advertisements. This new concept permeates the entire
Code and applies to sales under fieri facias as well. Savings
can thus run as high as 60% of the former cost of advertise-
ments. Here is another example of economy in the administra-
tion of successions inuring to the benefit of the heirs.

IX. PAYMENT OF DEBTS AND ACCOUNTING

One of the most important clarifications in the probate field
is the treatment given the tableau of distribution and the ac-
count.

The basic principle that no debts shall be paid without court
authority has been preserved. In exceptional circumstances the
court may order the payment ex parte where delay may be detri-
mental. However, the normal method of payment is by means
of a tableau of distribution, which must be published.

The function of the tableau of distribution is to serve as a
proposal to the court that certain itemized payments be made to
creditors. This is not a new concept, for it was formerly pro-
vided for by Articles 1181 and 1182 of the Civil Code. Article
3303 of the new Code does no violence to but on the contrary car-
rries over these concepts of the old Civil Code articles. Then after
advertisement and homologation, payment may follow under
Article 3307. Following payment a report to the court should
be made in an account which should be filed annually under 3331
or in a final account under 3332. Thus the offices of the tableau
of the distribution and the account are clearly defined.

In spite of Civil Code Articles 1181 and 1182, a clumsy com-
bination of both the tableau of distribution and the account had
been the widespread practice, with only one document called an
“account” being used to fulfill the offices of both. Now, under the
separation only the tableau of distribution need be adver-
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tised. The account need not be advertised but must be served on each heir and residuary legatee under Article 3335. The new provisions will enable more orderly records in succession administrations.

X. COMPENSATION OF SUCCESSION REPRESENTATIVE

Two changes with respect to the commission of a succession representative are worthy of note. Article 3351 of the new Code authorizes the court to increase the commission of an administrator or executor "upon proper showing that the usual (2½ per cent) commission is inadequate"; the former Civil Code Article 1069 included no such provision. Article 3353 reverses the former rule that an executor who is a legatee is entitled to compensation only if the testament so indicates, by providing that he shall be entitled to compensation unless the testament provides to the contrary.

XI. JUDGMENT OF POSSESSION: REOPENING

The Civil Code articles on successions made no provision for a partial judgment of possession, or for the reopening of a succession proceeding after the discharge of the succession representative. The new Code expressly recognizes both.

TUTORSHIP

The most significant change effected by the new Code in tutorship procedure is the adoption of the "Prudent Man" rule for the investment of minors' funds in lieu of the "legal list" provision in the present Civil Code. All investments included in the former "legal list" are represented by fixed dollar value, such as mortgages, savings accounts, and government bonds. By contrast, under the new Code, subject to court approval, "a tutor is authorized to acquire and retain every kind of property and every kind of investment," including corporate stocks. The change is of course designed to protect the minor's principal against erosion caused by inflation. The new provision is broad
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enough to permit the tutor to purchase real estate, including a home for the minor.

Article 4031 et seq. of the new Code should clarify the question of the proper venue for tutorship proceedings. Civil Code Article 307 fixed the venue at the domicile of the minor or, for a minor with no domicile in this state, at the parish where the minor's principal property was situated. Article 4031 specifies the proper venue for resident minors for each situation which gives rise to a tutorship, and Article 4032 discards the "principal property" concept for nonresident minors in favor of a provision similar to that in successions, permitting the proceedings to be conducted in any parish where property of the minor is situated.

Article 4069 of the new Code is perhaps the most important of several changes designed to protect the minor's property, for which protection Louisiana has always been noted. Formerly, a bank could be appointed as separate tutor of the minor's property only with consent of the tutor of the person. The new provision permits the appointment for good cause, regardless of objection by the custodian of the minor's person, and even where there is a natural tutor. For the first time, the court is given discretion under Article 4035 to require a bond from the minor's father or mother, where the usual legal mortgage is insufficient. Under the former law, opportunity often existed for a natural tutor to squander the minor's funds, with the minor having as his only protection a legal mortgage against a tutor who had never owned any property. Similarly, the former provision authorizing the appointment of a dative tutor without bond has been limited by Article 4463 to situations where the minor's assets are less than $2,000.00.

Article 4272 allows the court to condition its approval of a proposal under which cash is received by a tutor, with the requirement that the funds be deposited temporarily in the registry of the court, to be withdrawn only under court order, and to be invested directly in a court-approved investment.

44. La. Civil Code art. 318 (1870) provides in part: "Every tutor, except the father and mother . . . shall give . . . security."
45. Id. art. 271.
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Several articles of the new Code give the court discretion to regulate the amount of the tutor's bond. The bond may be reduced where circumstances justify it, and may thereafter be increased for any reason, and particularly where the tutor realizes cash from a sale or mortgage of the minor's property.

Article 4322 fills two deficiencies in the prior law by specifying the place at which a public sale of minor's property is to be conducted, and the place for the advertising. The number of advertisements is reduced here as elsewhere in the new Code.

The procedure for a final account by the tutor has been liberalized by the new Code. Under former Civil Code Article 357, a tutor was required to file a final account upon expiration of the tutorship. Article 4392 gives the minor the option of requiring a final account, or of making an extrajudicial settlement with his tutor.

Article 4461 of the new Code increases the maximum for "Small Tutorships" from $500.00 to $2,000.00, as is true with respect to "Small Successions."

ADMINISTRATION OF MINOR'S PROPERTY DURING MARRIAGE OF PARENTS

The new Code adopts the general approach of former Civil Code Article 222 to the effect that where both parents are living, with no separation or divorce, action affecting the minor's property may be taken in the same manner as provided for tutors, the father occupying the place of the tutor. However, one important change is effected. The recent Supreme Court decision recognizing as valid a release of a minor's personal injury claim without court approval is legislatively overruled by Article 4501.
The following changes in provisions formerly found in the Civil Code dealing with interdiction are noteworthy:

(1) Article 4541 makes it clear that the only proper venue is the parish of the defendant's domicile. 56

(2) Article 4545 specifically recognizes the right of a Louisiana court to interdict a Louisiana domiciliary being treated in another state, regardless of the duration of absence. 57

(3) Civil Code Article 397 assessed all costs against the plaintiff if the suit were unsuccessful; Article 4551 gives the court discretion in such a case to tax the costs, or any part thereof, against any party.

(4) Article 4552 adds a new procedure, under which the clerk must record in his conveyance records a notice of the filing of the interdiction suit.

56. LA. CIVIL CODE art. 392 (1870) provided: "Every interdiction shall be pronounced by the competent judge of the domicile or residence of the person to be interdicted."

57. This overrules Interdiction of Toca, 217 La. 465, 46 So.2d 737 (1950).